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Privatizing Justice—But By How Much? Questions *Gilmer* Did Not Answer

MARTIN H. MALIN**

I. INTRODUCTION

A decade has passed since the Supreme Court held in *Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp.*¹ that a pre-dispute agreement to arbitrate contained in a securities exchange registration statement will be enforced with respect to claims arising under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA).² Prior to *Gilmer*, every circuit court of appeals to consider the issue, except for one, had held that pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate statutory employment claims were unenforceable.³ These courts relied on a series of Supreme Court decisions which consistently held that employees covered by collective bargaining agreements had rights to litigate their statutory claims in court, independent of the collective agreements' grievance and arbitration procedures.⁴ The Supreme Court, however, declared such precedents' “mistrust of the arbitral process . . . undermined by our recent arbitration decisions.”⁵ The

---

⁵ *Gilmer*, 500 U.S. at 34 n.5.
recent decisions to which the Court referred enforced commercial pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate statutory claims. The Court followed its prior commercial arbitration decisions and held that a pre-dispute agreement to arbitrate was enforceable with respect to a claim under the ADEA.

Although Gilmer's holding was narrow, the Court spoke broadly of a strong federal policy in favor of arbitration and made it clear that a party opposed to arbitrating a statutory claim has a heavy burden to demonstrate that Congress intended to preclude arbitration. The strength of the Court's endorsement of arbitration seemed to invite employers to mandate agreements to arbitrate statutory claims as a condition of employment. As employers have taken the Court up on its apparent invitation, the controversy over mandatory arbitration has swirled. Scholarly commentary has divided over whether mandatory arbitration is capable of protecting employee statutory rights.

---


7 Gilmer, 500 U.S. at 25–27. The full reach of Gilmer remains to be seen. The Fourth Circuit read Gilmer as impliedly overruling Gardner-Denver and its progeny. See Austin v. Owens-Brockway Glass Container, Inc., 78 F.3d 875 (4th Cir. 1996). In Wright v. Universal Maritime Services Corp., 525 U.S. 70, 76 (1998), the Supreme Court acknowledged, “there is obviously some tension” between Gardner-Denver and Gilmer, but chose not to resolve it. Instead, the Court held that if a collective bargaining agreement can waive an employee's right to litigate a statutory employment claim, such waiver must be “clear and unmistakable.”

---

Another issue that the Court did not decide in Gilmer is how broadly to interpret the Federal Arbitration Act's exclusion of “contracts of employment of seamen, railroad employees, or any other class of workers engaged in foreign or interstate commerce.” 9 U.S.C. § 1 (1994 & Supp. 2000). All circuits that considered the issue, except the Ninth, construed the exclusion narrowly, applying it only to employees who actually transport goods or people in interstate commerce. See, e.g., Koveleskie v. SBC Capital Mkts., Inc., 167 F.3d 361 (7th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 528 U.S. 811 (1999); McWilliams v. Logicon, Inc., 143 F.3d 573 (10th Cir. 1998); Miller v. Public Storage Mgmt., Inc., 121 F.3d 215 (5th Cir. 1997); O'Neil v. Hilton Head Hosp., 115 F.3d 272 (4th Cir. 1997); Patterson v. Tenet Healthcare, Inc., 113 F.3d 832 (8th Cir. 1997); Great W. Mortgage Corp. v. Peacock, 110 F.3d 222 (3d Cir. 1997); Cole v. Burns Int'l Sec. Servs., 105 F.3d 1465 (D.C. Cir. 1997); Asplundh Tree Expert Co. v. Bates, 71 F.3d 592 (6th Cir. 1995). The Ninth Circuit interpreted the provision to exclude all employment contracts from the FAA. Craft v. Campbell Soup Co., 177 F.3d 1083 (9th Cir. 1999). The Supreme Court recently resolved the split, siding with the majority view. Circuit City Stores, Inc. v. Adams, 121 S. Ct. 1302 (2001).

---

Covington has envisioned arbitration evolving into an American system of labor courts. Professor Stone has condemned mandatory arbitration as the “yellow dog contract of the 1990s.”

Many of the institutional players in employment arbitrations have attempted to deal with the fallout. Arbitrator-appointing bodies such as JAMS, the American Arbitration Association (AAA), and the Center for Public Resources (CPR) have developed rules for employment arbitration in an effort to ensure disputants of basic due process. A task force comprised of representatives of the American Bar Association, National Employment Lawyers’ Association (NELA), AAA, National Academy of Arbitrators, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, and the Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution has developed a Due Process Protocol for the arbitration of statutory employment claims. Although such private efforts are commendable, we cannot rely on private bodies exclusively to deal with the fallout from *Gilmer*. For example, in *Great Western Mortgage Corp. v. Peacock*, the agreement required employees to arbitrate all claims in proceedings administered by JAMS. JAMS refused to administer the case because the agreement also shortened the limitations period for filing a claim and restricted the remedies that the arbitrator was authorized to award. Nevertheless, the court enforced the promise to arbitrate.

---


15 Great W. Mortgage Corp. v. Peacock, 110 F.3d 222 (3d Cir. 1997).

16 Id. at 232 n.10.

17 Id. at 232–33.
Inevitably, lower courts have had to deal with the fallout from *Gilmer*. Courts have had to police the fairness of employer-promulgated arbitration systems. They have had to decide what effect, if any, an employee’s agreement to arbitrate statutory claims has on administrative enforcement agencies such as the EEOC. They have had to consider their appropriate roles in reviewing arbitration awards in statutory employment cases.

This article proposes a systematic approach to such *Gilmer* fallout issues. Part II develops the approach. It details the criticisms of mandatory arbitration and finds that these criticisms may also be leveled at arbitration undertaken pursuant to voluntary post-dispute agreements. However, Part II finds a general consensus that mandatory arbitration, which is to be policed carefully or condemned, is qualitatively different from voluntary arbitration, which generally is hailed. Part II suggests that a key difference between mandatory and voluntary arbitration, from the perspective of public policy, is that only the former poses a significant risk of allowing employers to contract out from under the coverage of employment statutes. Part II also suggests that *Gilmer* fallout issues can best be dealt with by asking the question, "Does the position taken in a given matter amount to a contracting out of the obligation to comply with employment statutes?"

Part III uses this systematic approach to analyze the most common due process issues posed by mandatory pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate: neutrality of the arbitral forum, discovery, limitations on remedies, shortened limitations periods, the cost of the proceeding, and mutuality of the obligation to arbitrate. Part IV employs the approach to resolve questions of the effect of mandatory arbitration on enforcement agencies such as the EEOC. Part V employs the approach to define the appropriate role of courts in reviewing arbitration awards. Part VI concludes.

---


19 *Compare* EEOC v. Waffle House, Inc., 193 F.3d 805 (4th Cir. 1999), *cert.* granted, 121 S. Ct. 1401 (2001), *and* EEOC v. Kidder, Peabody & Co., 156 F.3d 298 (2d Cir. 1998) (both holding that EEOC may not recover monetary relief for individuals who were subject to pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate their statutory claims), *with* EEOC v. Northwest Airlines, Inc., 188 F.3d 695 (6th Cir. 1999), *and* EEOC v. Frank’s Nursery & Crafts, Inc., 177 F.3d 448 (6th Cir. 1999) (both holding that relief available to EEOC is not affected by employees’ pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate).

20 *See, e.g.*, Brown v. ITT Consumer Fin. Corp., 211 F.3d 1217 (11th Cir. 2000); Dawahare v. Spencer, 210 F.3d 666 (6th Cir. 2000); DiRussa v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 121 F.3d 818 (2d Cir. 1997).
II. A Systematic Approach to the Fallout from Gilmer

The fallout from Gilmer has focused almost exclusively on arbitration mandated as a condition of employment. Lower courts dealing with the fallout have gone out of their way to note that their decisions are limited to pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate imposed by employers and do not encompass post-dispute voluntary ad hoc agreements to arbitrate.\textsuperscript{21} The EEOC opposes mandatory arbitration, but endorses voluntary arbitration.\textsuperscript{22} Similarly, the National Academy of Arbitrators' policy regarding arbitration of statutory employment claims distinguishes between mandatory arbitration, which it opposes, and voluntary arbitration, which it endorses.\textsuperscript{23} Most tellingly, representatives of the plaintiffs' employment bar, which has steadfastly opposed mandatory arbitration, have distinguished it from voluntary arbitration. For example, the National Employee Rights Institute (NERI) has issued a statement opposing pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate but supporting employers who offer voluntary arbitration as one vehicle for resolving employment disputes.\textsuperscript{24} Similarly, Paul Tobias, an icon of the plaintiffs' bar who founded NELA and NERI, stated the following at a meeting of the Association of American Law Schools:

First, I want to discuss voluntary arbitration after a dispute arises. The plaintiffs' bar favors giving employees the option of going to arbitration. We're all for it. After a dispute arises, the parties can get together, decide to go to AAA, and resolve the matter in arbitration. Arbitration is good for many cases. The employer can't get summary judgment in arbitration. It's usually cheaper and faster than court. The employee gets an absolute right to tell the story to a neutral party. Sometimes employees prefer arbitration to court. Voluntary arbitration—Yes! . . . I'm here to talk about mandatory arbitration of statutory claims set forth in the United States Code, passed by the Congress of the United States, and on that subject matter—mandatory arbitration—No! No question, no brainer—No!\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{21} See, e.g., Duffield v. Robertson Stephens \& Co., 144 F.3d 1182, 1199 (9th Cir. 1998); Cole v. Burns Int'l Sec. Servs., 105 F.3d 1465, 1467 n.1 (D.C. Cir. 1997); Nelson v. Cyprus Bagdad Copper Corp., 119 F.3d 756, 760 n.7 (9th Cir. 1997).
\textsuperscript{24} See Nat'l Employee Rights Inst., NERI's Position on Mandatory Arbitration of Employment Disputes, 1 EMPLOYEE RTS. \& EMP. POL'Y J. 263 (1997) [hereinafter NERI].
\textsuperscript{25} Paul Tobias, Remarks at the Proceedings of the 1997 Annual Meeting Association of American Law Schools Sections on Employment Discrimination Law and Alternative
Critics of mandatory arbitration have many powerful arguments. They decry the private nature of arbitration. Privately appointed arbitrators, they urge, should not be entrusted with interpreting and applying statutes that embody public justice values. The arbitration proceeding itself and the resulting award are not public, further undermining enforcement of the statutes at issue. The privatizing of dispute resolution, they contend, undermines development of the law through judicially determined precedents.

Critics express concern that the arbitral forum will be biased toward employers. They observe that employees are one-shot players while employers are repeat players. This may produce overt or subtle unconscious bias toward the only party who offers arbitrators the prospect of repeat business. Of particular concern is the diminished likelihood that arbitrators, as opposed to juries, will make large awards of compensatory and punitive damages.

Mandatory arbitration, critics contend, also provides for inadequate discovery. Because employers generally control the information that employees need to press their claims, the lack of adequate discovery is seen as a major advantage to employers and a major impediment to successful prosecution of meritorious claims. Furthermore, because mandatory arbitration provides procedures that are less formal than those in litigation, it may not adequately protect against subtle racial or ethnic bias infecting the decision-making.


26 See, e.g., Mandatory Arbitration, supra note 22; Grodin, supra note 8, at 53; Stone, supra note 8, at 1046–47.

27 See, e.g., Alleyne, supra note 8, at 429–31; Joseph D. Garrison, Mandatory Binding Arbitration Constitutes Little More Than a Waiver of a Worker’s Rights, DISP. RESOL. J., Fall 1997, at 15, 18; Stone, supra note 8, at 1043.

28 See, e.g., NERI, supra note 24, at 265; Stone, supra note 8, at 1043.

29 See, e.g., Stone, supra note 8, at 1040.

30 See, e.g., Alleyne, supra note 8, at 426; Grodin, supra note 8, at 43–44; Stone, supra note 8, at 1046 n.196.

31 See, e.g., Alleyne, supra note 8, at 430; Grodin, supra note 8, at 50, 52; Stone, supra note 8, at 1047 n.197.


33 See Alleyne, supra note 8, at 428–29. But see Dennis O. Lynch, Conceptualizing Forum Selection as a “Public Good”: A Response to Professor Stone, 73 DENV. U. L. REV. 1071, 1074 (1996) (suggesting that employees may find the formal atmosphere of a courtroom intimidating, whereas “[a] skilled arbitrator can make the setting for the employee’s testimony more relaxed and less formal with everyone at a table together and fewer objections interrupting the presentation of testimony.”).
The concerns raised with mandatory arbitration are also present in arbitration pursuant to voluntary post-dispute agreements. The proceeding remains private, with a decision that will not be precedential or develop the public law. The proceeding remains informal and discovery remains limited. The employee remains a one-shot user of the arbitrator's services while the employer remains a potential repeat player. The concerns raised by the critics of mandatory arbitration are concerns with arbitration in general. The differences between mandatory arbitration pursuant to pre-dispute agreements and voluntary arbitration pursuant to post-dispute agreements is, at most, a matter of degree. Why then is the controversy limited to mandatory arbitration?

The short answer is that a post-dispute agreement to arbitrate is a method of settling the dispute. Although a few academics have cautioned against the rush to settle, the rest of the world has embraced it. The short answer, however, is not satisfactory. It does not tell us why a post-dispute settlement is different from a pre-dispute agreement to arbitrate. Indeed, the Gilmer Court analogized mandatory arbitration to post-dispute settlement, and others have argued that if we allow post-dispute agreements to arbitrate, there is no reason to disallow pre-dispute agreements.

The longer, more satisfactory, answer begins with an analysis of the different nature of pre- and post-dispute agreements to arbitrate. Post-dispute agreements to arbitrate carry with them a very strong presumption that they were arrived at after arms length bargaining and a determination by each party that the agreement is in its best interests. The same can rarely, if ever, be said of pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate. Although courts are developing precedent that distinguishes between mandatory arbitration agreements supported by consideration and those that are unenforceable, the law is focused on the presence of a bargained for exchange in legal form only, rather than in empirical reality.

34 For example, Professor Grodin has suggested that the impact of post-dispute agreements to arbitrate on the development of the law is likely to be less substantial than that of mandatory arbitration. Grodin, supra note 8, at 29. Similarly, NERI suggests that in negotiating a post-dispute agreement to arbitrate, an employee may use the threat of litigation as leverage to ensure adequate discovery. NERI, supra note 24, at 264.


38 See, e.g., Estreicher, supra note 8, at 1353–54 (1997).

The empirical reality is that mandatory arbitration does not result from a bargained for exchange. In some cases, such as Gilmer, it is impossible for the parties to bargain. Gilmer was required to register with the New York Stock Exchange to be able to perform his job. The New York Stock Exchange required him to agree to arbitrate all claims against his employer as a condition of registration. Thus, even if Gilmer’s employer had wanted to waive the mandatory arbitration agreement, it lacked the power to do so.

In other cases, where the arbitration requirement is not imposed by an outside party, there is no real bargaining involved. When an employer tells an incumbent employee, particularly a long-term employee, to agree to arbitrate all future disputes or lose her job, the employee has absolutely no choice in the matter. There is nothing for the employee to bargain. Nevertheless, courts have enforced such agreements. Job applicants and new hires may be thought to have more choice than established employees. However, invariably the agreement to arbitrate is presented in a systematic manner as part of the standard boilerplate—a manner designed to preclude questioning, much less bargaining over it. An employee or job applicant who even notices the arbitration agreement is not likely to question it.

First, there is a problem of asymmetric information. The employee or job applicant is unable to assess the likelihood that she may end up in litigation with the employer. Indeed, if the employee believed that there was a significant probability that the employer would violate her statutory rights, she likely would look elsewhere for employment. The employer, on the other hand, can assess the probability that some employees, although not necessarily the employee at issue, will end up alleging that it violated the law. Thus, at the time of hire or


41 See, e.g., Great W. Mortgage Corp. v. Peacock, 110 F.3d 222, 228 (3d Cir. 1997).
application, the arbitration agreement has much more definite value to the
employer than to the employee or applicant. 42

Second, even if the employee or applicant realizes the potential significance
of the agreement to arbitrate, concerns over signaling effects will inhibit
bargaining over it. Employees and applicants will fear that voicing a desire to
preserve the right to litigate will send a negative signal that may dampen the
employer’s enthusiasm for the hiring. 43

Thus, it is clear that, except perhaps in the case of highly paid executives
whose contracts are negotiated at arms length by each party’s counsel, pre-
dispute agreements to arbitrate are imposed unilaterally by employers. Indeed,
to the extent that the arbitration system is a collective good, the need for
uniformity requires that the system be imposed unilaterally by the employer with
no room for negotiation. 44

Employers who impose mandatory arbitration on their employees must
believe that such arrangements work to their advantage. The stock market
appears to agree. 45 Merely because mandatory arbitration advantages employers,
however, does not mean it necessarily disadvantages employees. A common
reason that employers cite for resorting to arbitration is to save money.
Businesses view arbitration as less expensive than litigation and they use it
outside the employment context as well. 46 Reduced costs do not have to be a
zero-sum game, but may produce advantages for employees as well as
employers. 47 Arbitration, as a faster, less expensive procedure, may enable
employees to bring claims that would not be litigated because of the cost of
going to court. 48 Furthermore, as noted by Mr. Tobias, summary judgment

42 See Grodin, supra note 8, at 28–29.
43 See Pauline T. Kim, Bargaining with Imperfect Information: A Study of Worker
Perceptions of Legal Protections in an At-Will World, 83 CORNELL L. REV. 105, 118–19,
151 (1997).
44 See Estreicher, supra note 8, at 1358–59.
45 See Steven E. Abraham & Paul B. Voos, The Ramifications of the Gilmer Decision
46 See David B. Lipsky & Ronald L. Seeber, In Search of Control: The Corporate
Embrace of ADR, 1 U. PA. J. LAB. & EMP. L. 133 (1998); Lewis L. Maltby, Private Justice:
47 See Maltby, supra note 46, at 55.
48 See Roberto Corrada, Claiming Private Law for the Left: Exploring Gilmer’s Impact
make this point. See, e.g., Catherine Hagen, Remarks at the Proceedings of the 1997 Annual
Meeting Association of American Law Schools Sections on Employment Discrimination
Law and Alternative Dispute Resolution (Jan. 7, 1997), in 1 EMPLOYEE RTS. & EMP. POL’Y
J. 269, 278 (1997); Martin J. Oppenheimer & Cameron Johnstone, Mandatory Arbitration
Agreements Are an Effective Alternative to Employment Litigation, DISP. RESOL. J., Fall
generally is not available in arbitration. Yet, summary judgment is a substantial impediment to employees litigating statutory claims. Moreover, the quicker results that may be available in arbitration can increase the likelihood that reinstatement will be a workable remedy for wrongfully discharged employees.

Nevertheless, because they completely control the arbitration systems, there is substantial reason to fear that employers will structure the systems to their advantage at the expense of disputing employees. The most blatant example of such action in the reported cases involves the arbitration system at issue in Hooters of America, Inc. v. Phillips.

Phillips, like all other Hooters employees, agreed, as a condition of employment, to arbitrate all claims pursuant to the company’s arbitration rules. The rules required the employee to state the nature of her claim and the specific acts or omissions on which the claim was based and to provide a list of witnesses with a summary of the facts known to each. The rules imposed no similar requirements on the employer. The rules provided for each party to select one arbitrator and for the party-appointed arbitrators to jointly select a third. However, the rules restricted the third arbitrator to those on a list completely controlled by Hooters. Furthermore, the rules allowed Hooters to seek summary judgment, to record the hearing, and to sue to vacate the award if the arbitration panel exceeded its authority, but it gave no similar rights to the employee. Lastly, the rules allowed the employer to amend them at any time without notice to the employee and allowed the company, but not the employee, to cancel the agreement to arbitrate by giving thirty days notice.

1997 at 19, 22. At least one plaintiff’s lawyer has suggested that if many claims are diverted to arbitration, the plaintiff’s bar will make up in volume what it may lose because of lower monetary awards in individual cases. Garrison, supra note 27, at 18.

49 See supra note 24 and accompanying text.

50 See Maltby, supra note 46, at 46 (noting that in 1994, 60% of federal court employment discrimination cases in which courts made definitive judgments were disposed of by pre-trial motion and employers won 98% of these cases); see also Garrison, supra note 27, at 18 (“In arbitration, the plaintiff does not face lengthy and delaying motion practice by the defendant.”).

51 See FitzGibbon, supra note 8, at 247–55; see also Garrison, supra note 27, at 18 (“[B]ecause arbitration awards generally cannot be reviewed, and are usually issued within six months to one year of the time the claim is filed, if the plaintiff receives an award, payment is virtually certain.”).

52 Hooters of Am., Inc. v. Phillips, 173 F.3d 933 (4th Cir. 1999).

53 Id. at 936.

54 Id. at 938.

55 Id. at 938–39.

56 Id. at 939.

57 Id.
The court held that the agreement imposed on the company a duty to establish a fair and impartial arbitration system. The court characterized the system that Hooters established as “a sham system unworthy even of the name of arbitration.” It concluded that Hooters had breached its duty and ordered the agreement to arbitrate rescinded.

Arbitration systems need not be as one-sided as the Hooters system to provide systematic advantages to employers at the expense of employees. Reported cases involve employer-promulgated arbitration plans that set the time period for filing for arbitration shorter than the limitations period for filing suit under most employment statutes, and that limit the remedies the arbitrator can order, excluding remedies available in court. Employer drafted documents have provided that an arbitration agreement contained in an employee handbook is enforceable while the remainder of the handbook is not and provided that the employer gets the ultimate choice as to whether the employee’s claim will be heard in court or before an arbitrator. Other employer plans have placed severe limitations on discovery or the length of the hearing and prohibit representation by counsel.

Of course many of these same limitations might be agreed to in a post-dispute arbitration agreement. However, in such circumstances, they will have truly been bargained for and will apply only to that one case. For example, it may be a rational bargain for the parties to a particular dispute to agree to arbitrate and to exclude certain remedies, such as reinstatement or punitive damages, from the arbitrator’s authority. Such an agreement, like any other settlement, does not implicate the employer’s conduct vis-à-vis the rest of its workforce. The employer still faces the threat of litigation and exposure to the full remedial force of the employment statutes if it acts illegally toward its other employees. In contrast, an employer that unilaterally imposes on all of its employees an arbitration system that restricts the arbitrator’s remedial authority has contracted its way out of a significant portion of the statutory regulatory scheme. Employment statutes provide for punitive damages and attorney fees to deter

58 Id. at 940.
59 Id.
61 See, e.g., Brennan v. King, 139 F.3d 258 (1st Cir. 1998); Peacock, 110 F.3d at 222.
62 See Patterson v. Tenet Healthcare, Inc., 113 F.3d 832, 832 (8th Cir. 1997).
violations and to provide incentives for victims of employer violations to enforce their rights. An employer that, through a mandatory arbitration system, has contracted out of such remedies has removed itself from liability exposure that plays a crucial role in the statutory remedial scheme. Similarly, the remedy of reinstatement is provided not only to right a wrong to the individual plaintiff, but also to effectuate that statutory scheme by proclaiming to the workforce as a whole that illegal employer conduct will not succeed. An employer who contracts out of such a remedy through its mandatory arbitration system contracts out of a significant component of statutory compliance.

The dangers that employer promulgated mandatory arbitration systems pose to statutory compliance are clearly demonstrated by the Hooters case. If Hooters had been able to enforce its employees' promises to use the Hooters system, employees would have brought their claims before biased arbitrators selected by and accountable to Hooters and they would have been forced to give Hooters a significant amount of information about their claims and litigation strategies while being left totally in the dark concerning Hooters' defenses. The decision to record and transcribe the hearing would have been left entirely up to Hooters. These rules were designed to ensure that Hooters won every case, regardless of the merits of the claim. However, just in case a successful claimant might find a hole in the system, Hooters retained the right to close the hole by amending the rules without notice. If Hooters' mandatory arbitration system had been enforced, Hooters effectively would never have had to worry about complying with any employment statutes at all.

Thus, from an employment policy perspective, the principal difference between voluntary post-dispute agreements to arbitrate and mandatory pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate is that only the latter pose a risk of allowing an employer to contract out of the need to comply with the underlying employment statutes. Recognizing this difference provides a principled, systematic method for dealing with the fallout from Gilmer. Courts must police employer promulgated mandatory arbitration systems to ensure that they do not serve as vehicles for contracting out of compliance with employment statutes. The remainder of this article applies this approach to some common Gilmer fallout issues.


The only compliance threat Hooters would have faced would have been the possibility of suit by a government enforcement agency such as the EEOC or the Department of Labor, depending on the statute at issue. These agencies, however, are able to litigate only a tiny fraction of the cases brought to their attention. Indeed, a major reason for creating private causes of action under most employment statutes is the inability of the enforcement agencies to compel compliance alone.
III. DUE PROCESS AND MANDATORY ARBITRATION

The D.C. Circuit’s decision in *Cole v. Burns International Security Services* contains one of the most extensive and scholarly discussions of the minimum characteristics of an arbitration system necessary to provide an employee with a forum in which to vindicate effectively a statutory claim. The decision has received considerable attention not only for its thoroughness but also because its author, Chief Judge Harry Edwards, is a leading scholar in alternative dispute resolution and the law governing the workplace. The court held that the arbitration system must provide for neutral arbitrators, “more than minimal discovery,” a written award, and “all types of relief that would otherwise be available in court.” Moreover, the system must “not require employees to pay either unreasonable costs or any arbitrator’s fees and expenses as a condition of access to the arbitration forum.” Courts have had to consider each of these elements that Judge Edwards itemized as critical to a fair procedure. Courts also have grappled with the degree of mutuality they will require of the arbitration process. The systematic approach developed in Part II provides an effective guide for resolving issues concerning each of these matters.

A. Neutrality of the Arbitral Forum

An employer who imposes on its employees an agreement to arbitrate statutory claims in a forum that is biased toward the employer effectively has contracted out of the need to comply with the regulatory statutes. If the employer violates the statutes, it can count on the biased decision-maker to bail it out. Thus, there is uniform agreement that the arbitration forum must be neutral for employees to be able to vindicate their statutory claims.

The *Gilmer* Court, in compelling arbitration, observed that the New York Stock Exchange’s arbitration rules provided for disclosure of background information on arbitrators, peremptory challenges and recusal for cause, and concluded that Gilmer had failed to show that these procedures were “inadequate to guard against potential bias.” In *Hooters*, the court placed primary reliance

---

68 Prior to assuming the bench, Judge Edwards was a highly respected labor and employment law professor at the University of Michigan and labor arbitrator.
69 *Cole*, 105 F.3d at 1482.
70 *Id*.
71 *See supra* pp. 593–600.
on the employer's control of the identity of the non-party appointed arbitrator in
denying enforcement to the employee's promise to arbitrate.\footnote{Hooters of Am., Inc. v. Phillips, 173 F.3d 933, 940 (4th Cir. 1999).}

Courts have been quick to condemn the use of non-neutral forums to resolve
workplace disputes. For example, in \textit{Chicago Teachers Union v. Hudson},\footnote{Chicago Teachers Union v. Hudson, 475 U.S. 292 (1986).} employees, who were not union members but were in the bargaining unit that the
union represented, were required to pay the union a fee covering their proportionate share of the costs of their representation. The union adopted a
procedure whereby fee-payers could challenge the calculation of their fees before
an arbitrator selected by the union.\footnote{Id. at 296.} The Supreme Court approved arbitration as an effective method of safeguarding the fee-payers' constitutional rights not to be charged for expenditures on political and ideological activities unrelated to collective bargaining, but held the union's procedure defective because the union controlled selection of the arbitrator.\footnote{Id. at 310.}

In \textit{Graham v. Scissor-Tail, Inc.},\footnote{Graham v. Scissor-Tail, Inc., 623 P.2d 165 (Cal. 1981).} the California Supreme Court denied enforcement to an arbitration provision in an agreement between a promoter and a musician who was a member of the American Federation of Musicians (AFM). The agreement, a form contract provided by the AFM, provided for arbitration of future disputes before the AFM.\footnote{Id. at 168.} The court held that the AFM could not be a neutral arbitrator in a dispute in which one of its members was a party.\footnote{Id. at 173–77.} As a remedy, the court remanded with instructions for the trial court to allow the parties an opportunity to agree on a different arbitrator or, in the absence of such an agreement, to appoint a neutral arbitrator.\footnote{Id. at 177.} Although \textit{Graham} did not appear to involve an employment relationship, did not involve statutory claims and was decided prior to \textit{Gilmer}, the California Supreme Court has since indicated that \textit{Graham} will apply to post-\textit{Gilmer} employment arbitrations.\footnote{See Armendariz v. Found. Health Psychcare Servs., Inc., 6 P.3d 669, 682 (Cal. 2000). The court in \textit{Graham relied on In re Cross and Brown Co.}, 167 N.Y.S.2d 573 (App. Div. 1957), an employment case in which the court refused to compel an employee to arbitrate his case before the employer. \textit{Id.}}

Single party control over the appointment of the arbitrator is not controversial. It is uniformly condemned.\footnote{Nevertheless, one survey found that 15% of responding employers who had}
Most controversy concerning covert or systematic arbital bias focuses on the repeat player effect. These concerns derive from differences between labor arbitration conducted pursuant to collective bargaining agreements and employment arbitration conducted pursuant to employer-imposed arbitration agreements. In labor arbitration, the union and employer jointly select the arbitrator. Both the union and the employer are likely repeat players in the arbitration system. Consequently, each balances the other, ensuring that the arbitrator selected is not likely to be biased toward either party. If either party perceives an arbitrator as favoring the other party, it will strike that arbitrator from consideration for future appointments. Labor arbitrators realize that any attempt to curry favor with one party will short circuit their careers. Experienced arbitrators recognize that the only route to long-term success, known in the practice as "acceptability," is to decide cases on their merits, fairly, impartially and professionally. For example, Arnold Zack, a highly respected arbitrator, has advised the following:

[An arbitrator should decide every case as if it is his last one. . . . If an arbitrator is concerned with the parties' reactions to his rulings, he will not survive. An arbitrator must adhere to his own reasoning and judgment and establish his reputation on that.]\(^{83}\)

More than a decade before *Gilmer*, Professor Julius Getman questioned whether the self-regulating aspects of labor arbitration could successfully be imported to employment arbitration where the employer is the only party likely to be a repeat player.\(^{84}\) This imbalance is one of the most commonly cited criticisms of employment arbitration.

The degree, if any, to which the imbalance in repeat players may bias employment arbitration systems is an empirical as well as theoretical issue. Professor Lisa Bingham’s work is the most thorough empirical research into the repeat player effect in employment arbitration. Professor Bingham’s first study examined a sample of employment arbitrations conducted in 1992 under AAA’s employment arbitration systems unilaterally selected the arbitrator. Mei L. Bickner et al., *Developments in Employment Arbitration*, DISP. RESOL. J., Jan. 1997 at 8, 80.


Employees in this sample tended to be highly compensated managers and executives. Professor Bingham found that employees had a higher win rate and recovered a larger percentage of the amounts they demanded in cases they initiated than employers experienced in cases they initiated. The study found no pro-employer bias.

A second study that Professor Bingham conducted focused on a sample of cases conducted in 1993 and 1994 under AAA’s Commercial Rules and its new Employment Disputes Rules. The study compared outcomes of employee claims against employers who used arbitration once versus outcomes of claims against employers who used arbitration more than once (Bingham’s definition of repeat players). She found that employees won with significantly less frequency when they arbitrated against repeat player employers than when they arbitrated against non-repeat players, and employees recovered a significantly smaller percentage of the amounts they demanded against repeat players than non-repeat players.

The 1993–1994 AAA Bingham study documented the existence of a repeat player effect. However, it raised many questions concerning the causes of that effect and its implications for employment arbitration policy. Professor Bingham found that white collar plaintiffs won significantly more often and recovered a significantly greater percentage of the amount demanded than blue collar or pink collar plaintiffs. White collar plaintiffs were also more likely to be arbitrating under the Commercial Rules and under specific contracts and more likely to be represented by counsel, whereas blue and pink collar plaintiffs were more likely to arbitrate under the Employment Rules and under employee handbooks or manuals and to be unrepresented. Repeat player employers were found more frequently to be arbitrating under employee handbooks and under the Employment Rules. Thus, it was not clear whether the repeat player effect reflected arbitral bias or differences in resources of the employee plaintiffs.
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Additionally, the study covered arbitration awards rendered prior to the adoption of the Due Process Protocol. The effects, if any, of the Protocol must be evaluated in future research.93

A subsequent study by Professor Bingham examined a sample of awards decided under AAA Employment Rules from 1993 through 1995.94 She again found that employees lost with significantly greater frequency when arbitrating against a repeat-player employer.95 She also found that employees lost with significantly greater frequency when arbitrating against an employer who was a repeat player with the same arbitrator than when arbitrating against an employer who had not previously used the arbitrator handling the claim.96 However, she also found that these results correlated with the basis for the arbitration.97 Repeat player employers were more likely to be arbitrating under personnel manuals than under individual employment contracts and white collar employees were more likely to be arbitrating under individual contracts.98 Indeed, Professor Bingham also found that among arbitrations occurring pursuant to personnel manuals, there was no repeat player effect.99 The case frequency, however, was too low to enable her to apply standard statistical tests. Finally, it must be noted that this study also was confined to cases decided before the Protocol was adopted.100

Professor Bingham’s studies are cause for concern about the possibility of covert systematic bias due to the repeat player effect. However, they are not cause for uniform condemnation of employment arbitration as enabling employers to contract out of the employment statutory regulatory schemes. The repeat player effects that she found may reflect the greater resources available to employees who arbitrated under individual contracts and were unlikely to arbitrate against repeat player employers, compared to employees who arbitrated under personnel manuals and were more likely to arbitrate against repeat players. Professor Bingham’s work also focused on cases decided before the Due Process Protocol. The Protocol and other factors may provide self-regulatory measures that will police against covert bias due to the presence of repeat player employers.
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Judge Edwards, among others, has suggested several sources of constraints that will protect against systematic covert bias among employment arbitrators: adherence to professional ethical standards, policing by the plaintiffs' bar, and policing by arbitration-appointing agencies. Courts should police employer promulgated arbitration systems in ways that support each of these constraints as protection against covert systematic bias.

Thus, courts should inquire whether the arbitration system requires that arbitrators adhere to a recognized professional code of ethics that mandates neutrality. Courts also should facilitate the development of the plaintiffs' bar as an institutional repeat player balancing employer repeat players. The importance of the plaintiffs' bar cannot be overstated. In labor arbitration, small employers are repeat players to a much lesser extent than the unions against whom they arbitrate. Nevertheless, the lawyers for small employers are major repeat players and balance the repeat player influence of the unions. Similarly, in employment arbitration, although the individual employees will not be repeat players, their lawyers will be and may balance the repeat player influence of employers.

The impact of the plaintiffs' bar already has been felt in policing the fairness of employer promulgated arbitration systems. As Professor Corrada has pointed out, AAA and JAMS adopted policies to ensure that arbitrations they administer meet minimal due process standards at a time that they were facing a NELA threatened boycott of their services.

A major service that NELA and other employee advocacy organizations can provide is to collect information, including prior awards, on employment arbitrators. These organizations can provide such information as a benefit to members and, for a fee, provide it to nonmembers. To facilitate the establishment of such institutional memory on the plaintiff side, courts should strike down any provision in an employer's arbitration system that purports to prohibit employees and their lawyers from disclosing information about the arbitration, including copies of the award. Of course, courts should strike down any arbitration system that denies employees their right to counsel.

To further facilitate the ability of counsel to offset any repeat player bias, courts should require arbitrators to disclose all prior business with the parties and their lawyers. Upon request, arbitrators should be required to furnish copies

102 See Lynch, supra note 33, at 1073 ("It is clear that a specialized bar that regularly represents employees in the protection of statutory rights is critical to the fairness of a New Private Law in the labor law field.").
103 Corrada, supra note 48, at 1068.
104 AAA Rules already require disclosure of prior business with a party or the party's representative. AAA RULES, supra note 12, at R. 11(b).
PRIVATIZING JUSTICE—BUT BY HOW MUCH?

of awards rendered in such prior cases. A major limitation of such disclosures derives from when they are made, i.e., after the arbitrator has been selected. Therefore, courts should scrutinize closely any arbitrator's decision following such disclosures to deny a request for recusal.

Courts, however, cannot be relied on to do the lion's share of policing against covert bias. They can provide standards governing arbitral selection procedures and arbitral recusal. However, courts typically will get involved only after an arbitrator has issued an award. Excessive reliance on judicial policing would undermine the finality of arbitration awards and, thereby, undermine the savings in time and expense that are the major advantages of arbitration. Therefore, most policing in the early stages of an arbitration must be performed by the arbitrator-appointing agencies. These agencies have an incentive to police carefully because if they fail to do so they could see an excessive number of awards they administer judicially vacated. The role of arbitration-appointing agencies is extremely important and often overlooked as an area for judicial policing. It is discussed later in this section.

It is quite likely that a combination of external constraints (policing by courts, appointing agencies, and the plaintiffs' bar) and internal constraints (adherence to codes of ethics and professional standards) will neutralize any covert bias on liability issues that might otherwise be induced by the presence of the employer as sole repeat player in employment arbitration. Employment arbitrators who slant their liability findings toward one side or the other are likely in properly policed systems to meet the same fate as labor arbitrators who do the same. In one area, however, the repeat player effect is likely to affect the outcomes in employment arbitrations.

Outlier jury awards in employment litigation make the headlines. Employers notice them and react accordingly. Unlike arbitrators, juries need not worry about repeat business. Outlier arbitration awards also will gain notoriety. Employers will notice and will ensure that the authors of those awards are not

105 When the AAA provides parties with a panel of arbitrators, it also provides, to the extent possible, names of parties or their representatives in recent cases decided by the arbitrators listed on that panel. Id.

106 See Alan Scott Rau, Integrity in Private Judging, 38 S. Tex. L. Rev. 485, 490 (1997) (suggesting that where an early challenge is made to the arbitrator-appointing agency, the agency will recognize that the preferred and more economical course of conduct is to have the arbitrator step aside).

selected for future cases.\textsuperscript{108} Employer lawyers see the need to maintain future acceptability as a significant brake on outlier arbitration damage awards.\textsuperscript{109}

In labor arbitration, where the repeat players are balanced, monetary awards are quite modest.\textsuperscript{110} Consequential damages, punitive damages, and interest are rarely awarded.\textsuperscript{111} Similarly, the limited empirical evidence available suggests that monetary remedies in employment arbitration are likely to be considerably lower than those awarded in litigation.\textsuperscript{112}

If employment arbitration leads to the death of outlier monetary awards, should we mourn their passing? At first blush we might be tempted to conclude that employers by contracting out of exposure to outlier monetary awards are contracting out of a significant incentive for statutory compliance. Further scrutiny, however, suggests that this is not necessarily the case.

Obsessions with outlier monetary awards distort the picture of typical actual recoveries. Professor Clyde Summers, after analyzing data from studies of wrongful discharge litigation in California, found that there was a large disparity in recovery among litigants.\textsuperscript{113} Even for litigants who received high jury verdicts, post-trial appeals and settlements substantially reduced final payments, and attorney contingency fees and reimbursement of litigation costs reduced the employee's net recovery even further.\textsuperscript{114} Professor Summers found that most wrongfully discharged employees received modest or inadequate awards, often less than half their economic losses, and they had to wait three to five years after their discharges for any recovery.\textsuperscript{115} He further found that the wide disparity in


\textsuperscript{109} See Paul Salvatore, \textit{Alternative Dispute Resolution in Employment Law: The Pros, the Cons, and the How}, in \textit{ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION [ADR]: How to Use It to Your Advantage}, at 537, 543 (ALI-ABA Course of Study Materials, Dec. 15, 1994) ("[A]rbitrators are much more hesitant to impose punitive or emotional distress damages; arbitrators who routinely grant such damages risk becoming unacceptable as 'neutral' third parties.").
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awards bore little resemblance to the plaintiffs’ economic losses.  

He concluded that the litigation system resulted in “a lottery in which many receive nothing, most receive less than their economic loss, while a lucky few win the jackpot.”

Nevertheless, the fear of losing such a lottery might induce employers to comply with the law. There is good reason, however, to think that this is not so. Employer responses to the litigation lottery frequently take the form of “suit[ing] up in ‘legal armourplate’ to defend.” Employers “bulletproof their workplaces,” creating objective procedures that leave detailed paper trails designed more to reduce liability exposure than ensure statutory compliance. Although such tactics may actually mask discrimination, they feed an increasing judicial appetite to grant summary judgment, an appetite stimulated by increasing judicial distrust of juries brought on, in part, by outlier jury awards.

Arbitration, on the other hand, eliminates the motion for summary judgment. By being faster and less expensive, arbitration may be a more accessible forum for employees of modest means with modest claims. Although awards are lower, the available evidence suggests that aggrieved employees obtain a recovery much more frequently in arbitration systems providing fair procedures than in litigation. More frequent employee recoveries may result in greater employer compliance than occasional sensational jury awards. As Professor Summers has suggested, “Deterrence, is better achieved by increasing the percentage of violators held liable than by increasing the penalty on a few unlucky ones.”

As discussed above, arbitrator-appointing agencies will play a key role in policing employment arbitration to ensure that it does not become a tool for employers to evade their obligations to comply with regulatory statutes. Although most discussion of the repeat player imbalance has focused on its effect on individual arbitrators, the imbalance can have a potentially greater effect on the arbitrator-appointing agency. An employee’s counsel will be involved in
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selecting the individual arbitrator and can strike any arbitrator perceived as favoring employers. However, the employer unilaterally selects the arbitrator-appointing agency when it designs the arbitration system. An employer who mandates arbitration under AAA Rules, for example, has unilaterally selected the AAA as its arbitrator-appointing agency.

The enormous importance of the identity and impartiality of the arbitrator-appointing agency is obvious. Therefore, it is surprising that it has received almost no attention from the courts. On rare occasions when courts approach the subject, they tend to defer to the credibility of established arbitration service providers such as AAA or the securities exchanges. For example, in *Rosenberg v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.*, the First Circuit reversed a district court holding that the New York Stock Exchange’s (NYSE) arbitration system was structurally biased against employees. The district court had based its conclusion on Merrill Lynch’s membership in the NYSE and on the NYSE’s being governed by its member firms. The First Circuit, however, found that the majority of NYSE board members were not securities industry representatives and that NYSE regulations, including its arbitration procedures, were subject to oversight by the Securities and Exchange Commission. The court observed that “[r]ather than being controlled by the securities industry, the NYSE plays a significant role in monitoring and disciplining exchange members for non-compliance with its rules.” Furthermore, the court noted that, in employment disputes, a majority of the arbitration panel could not come from the industry and persons with industry links were prohibited from serving as public arbitrators. The NYSE’s rules also provided for disclosure of arbitrator backgrounds, one peremptory challenge and unlimited challenges for cause. The court concluded that the NYSE arbitration procedures contained sufficient safeguards against bias in the arbitration panel.

On the other hand, there has been judicial skepticism with respect to newcomers. For example, in *Floss v. Ryan’s Family Steak Houses, Inc.*, the Sixth Circuit, in dicta, questioned the neutrality of an arbitration forum in light of the relationship between the employer and the arbitration services provider, Employment Dispute Services, Inc. The court wrote the following:
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We have serious reservations as to whether the arbitral forum provided under the current version of the EDSI Rules and Procedures is suitable for the resolution of statutory claims. Specifically, the neutrality of the forum is far from clear in light of the uncertain relationship between Ryan's and EDSI. Floss and Daniels suggest that EDSI is biased in favor of Ryan's and other employers because it has a financial interest in maintaining its arbitration service contracts with employers. Though the record does not clearly reflect whether EDSI, in contrast to the American Arbitration Association, operates on a for-profit basis, the potential for bias exists. In light of EDSI's role in determining the pool of potential arbitrators, any such bias would render the arbitral forum fundamentally unfair.128

The Sixth Circuit focused on the right issue, the arbitrator-appointing agency's financial interest in maintaining its arbitration service contracts with employers, but it drew the wrong dividing line. The financial interest in keeping employers as repeat users of their services is present regardless of whether the arbitration services provider operates on a for-profit or not-for-profit basis. The AAA charges a filing fee of $500.00 and a hearing fee of $150.00 per day in employment cases that are heard by a single arbitrator. Its fees are higher when the case is heard by a panel of more than one arbitrator. The AAA and other not-for-profit arbitration services providers actively market their services to employers. The desire to attract and retain employer business can have a negative effect on the way in which the arbitration-appointing agency administers the arbitration system. For example, in the early development of the AAA Employment Disputes Panel, employers believed that labor arbitrators would favor employees and expressed strong preferences for excluding them from the panel. The initial AAA Employment Disputes Panel excluded most labor arbitrators.129 To its credit, AAA apparently no longer does this.

There are two ways in which an arbitrator-appointing agency can slant the process to favor employers in ways that may enable employers effectively to contract out of statutory compliance. First the agency decides who it will list on its roster of arbitrators. Courts should insist that agencies employ objective and neutral criteria for determining whether to admit an arbitrator to their rosters. Agencies should bear a heavy burden of justifying the systematic exclusion of certain types of individuals from their rosters.130 Courts should refuse to enforce

128 Id. at 314.
130 Employers often fear that labor arbitrators will fail to distinguish between the just cause standard commonly employed in labor arbitrations over discipline and discharge from the narrower, less employee protective standards involved in employment cases. Professors Bingham and Mesch found no basis for the assumption that labor arbitrators could not
promises to arbitrate under employer promulgated mandatory arbitration systems that employ appointing agencies who fail to use uniform objective neutral criteria for listing arbitrators on their rosters. By so doing, courts will eliminate the temptation for agencies to curry favor with repeat customer employers by making their biased systems legally useless.

The second way in which an agency can slant the process to favor employers is by controlling the composition of the specific panel of arbitrators given to the parties in a specific dispute. The desire for repeat business can be a powerful incentive for agencies to give their customers what the agencies think the customers want. In labor cases, for example, the AAA tailors its panels in an effort to meet the needs of the parties in light of the particular dispute.\textsuperscript{131} Such tailoring may be appropriate where the agency has been selected mutually by the union and the employer. Like an arbitrator, the agency must curry favor with both adversaries to ensure their repeat business. Such tailoring is entirely inappropriate where the employer is the only party that controls whether the agency will see repeat business.

Random selection from the overall roster is a method of composing a specific panel that reduces a repeat player’s ability to select the same arbitrator for multiple cases.\textsuperscript{132} Courts should require, as a condition of enforcing mandatory arbitration provisions, that the arbitration system use random selection or a similar unbiased method for composing the panel from which the parties will select their arbitrator.

The twin requirements that arbitrator-appointing agencies have objective, neutral criteria for listing arbitrators on their rosters and employ random selection or some similar objective means to compose panels provided to the parties should resolve the concerns with industry arbitration systems, such as the NYSE system at issue in \textit{Rosenberg}. If an industry-operated arbitration system employs objective, neutral criteria and randomly selects arbitrators for inclusion on panels provided to parties, it should not matter that employers sit on the boards of the organizations administering the panels. Policing the methods by which rosters and panels are composed provides more protection against institutionalized bias.

\textsuperscript{131} See Bingham, supra note 88, at 217.

\textsuperscript{132} See id. Of course if both the employer and the plaintiff’s counsel have had positive experiences with the same arbitrator, there is nothing to stop them from agreeing to use that arbitrator in another case. In such circumstances, the repeat player effect is balanced in much the same way as it is balanced in labor arbitration.
than does debating the effects of employer involvement in governance of the arbitrator-appointing body in the abstract.

To summarize, measures to ensure that the arbitral forum is neutral are essential to preventing employers from using mandatory arbitration as a means of contracting out of statutory compliance. It is axiomatic that the employer cannot appoint the arbitrator. However, policing of employer-promulgated systems must go beyond policing the obvious. It must establish requirements that will protect against the imbalance in the repeat player effect and that will ensure against bias in the operation of the arbitrator-appointing agency.

B. Discovery

Frequently in statutory employment claims employers control the information that plaintiffs need to prove their cases. This is particularly so in the typical statutory employment claim which challenges the motives for an adverse employment action. Consequently, an employer promulgated mandatory arbitration system that does not provide for adequate discovery will inhibit the ability of employees to prove their claims and will effectively enable the employer to contract out of the need to comply with statutes regulating the employment relationship.

On the other hand, the key advantage of arbitration is its relative speed and inexpensiveness. Much of the savings in time and money comes from the less formal and less involved discovery process typically available in arbitration. The Gilmer Court recognized the inherent tension between ensuring that arbitration does not disadvantage employees in making their cases and ensuring that arbitration maintains its efficiency advantages over litigation. The Court found Gilmer's ADEA claim arbitrable, reasoning generally that "by agreeing to arbitrate a statutory claim, a party does not forgo the substantive rights afforded by the statute; it only submits to their resolution in an arbitral, rather than a judicial, forum."133 Turning to specific concerns with discovery, the Court opined that arbitral discovery must be adequate to give plaintiffs "a fair opportunity to present their claims."134 However, the Court cautioned against importing the litigation discovery process into arbitration, explaining, "[B]y agreeing to arbitrate, a party trades the procedures and opportunity for review of the courtroom for the simplicity, informality and expedition of arbitration."135

Although lower courts have acknowledged the importance of discovery to an employee's ability to vindicate a statutory claim, no court has addressed the
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details of the minimum level of discovery required. To the extent that there has been any meaningful judicial discussion of arbitral discovery for employment claims, it has come in the California Supreme Court's decision in *Armendariz v. Foundation Health Psychcare Services, Inc.* The court held that implicit in an agreement to arbitrate is an agreement to such discovery as may be necessary to adequately arbitrate the claim. The court apparently left it to the arbitrator to determine the specifics of what discovery is necessary on a case-by-case basis.

Generalizations about discovery will be of limited utility in specific cases. For example, it is clear that the full panoply of discovery available under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is not essential to enforcement of statutory claims. State administrative procedures governing statutes analogous to federal employment statutes often provide for discovery that is more limited than that available in federal court. The need for discovery, moreover, will vary with the nature of the claim. An employee claiming she was discharged because of her sex likely will find that much of the information she needs is in the control of her employer. On the other hand, an employee denied leave for a serious health condition likely will find much of the information he needs, particularly establishing that he in fact had a serious health condition, within his own control. In any given case, restrictions on discovery may disadvantage employers as much as, or even more than, employees.

The inability to specify discovery in advance argues strongly for leaving discovery issues to be resolved by the arbitrator on a case-by-case basis. Doing so runs a risk of adding expense and delay if parties must continuously seek out the arbitrator to rule on discovery requests. However, the arbitral discovery process need not be chaotic. AAA Rules, for example, provide for a pre-hearing conference within sixty days of the arbitrator's appointment to consider, among other things, the discovery process for the case. This is an area where market forces are likely to keep the process under control. An arbitrator who does not
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control discovery efficiently likely will frustrate counsel for both parties and not see future work. On the other hand, arbitral control of the discovery process can provide the flexibility to balance litigants' needs for information against maintenance of the efficiency of the arbitral forum in a manner tailored to each specific case.142

Most importantly, providing for arbitral control of the discovery process on a case-by-case basis precludes employers from using discovery limitations as a means of contracting out of compliance with employment statutes. As long as the arbitrator selection process assures arbitral neutrality, an employer cannot rely in advance on discovery rulings that consistently will prevent employees from establishing their claims. Thus, arbitral control over the discovery process should preserve the incentives for employers to comply with employment statutes.

C. Limitations on Limitations and Limitations on Remedies

A common way in which employers have used mandatory arbitration as a means of contracting out of statutory compliance has been to shorten the limitations period for filing claims and to restrict the arbitrator's remedial authority, thereby excluding certain statutory remedies.143 Courts have responded to such actions in four different ways.

One approach is to leave the validity of such limitations to the arbitrator to resolve. In Great Western Mortgage Corp. v. Peacock,144 the Third Circuit enforced an agreement to arbitrate even though the agreement shortened the limitations period for filing a claim and restricted the remedies that the arbitrator was authorized to award. The court opined that the validity of such waivers of rights and remedies was an issue for the arbitrator to decide.145

The Third Circuit's decision is an abdication of judicial authority that places the arbitrator in an untenable position. The arbitrator is a creature of contract. If the parties did not agree by contract to arbitrate, the arbitrator would have no authority to act. Thus, the Third Circuit's decision leaves to the arbitrator a ruling that the arbitrator may have no authority to make. The decision produces a result that either undermines the statutory scheme at issue in the case or undermines the contractual basis of the arbitration. It is hard to tell which is the lesser of these two evils. Arbitrators should not be forced to make that choice.

More importantly, leaving the issue to the arbitrator does nothing to prevent the use of mandatory arbitration as a means of avoiding statutory obligations.

142 For an example of such balancing, see Williams v. Katten, Muchin & Zavis, No. 92 C 5654, 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18301 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 9, 1996).
143 See supra notes 60–61 and accompanying text.
144 Great W. Mortgage Corp. v. Peacock, 110 F.3d 222 (3d Cir. 1997).
145 Id. at 231.
Rational employers do not expect limitations on claim filing periods and remedies ultimately to be enforced. Rather, they include such provisions to deter claims from being brought in the first place. Employees who are bound to arbitration agreements that on their face preclude compensatory or punitive damages or attorney fees are less likely to pursue their claims. They will have to discount their recoveries by the likelihood that the arbitrator will abide by the remedy limitations. Moreover, such provisions are likely to deter plaintiffs’ counsel from taking such cases. Employers can rely on such limitations to reduce their exposure substantially regardless of the merits of the underlying claims. Leaving the issue to the arbitrator does little to reduce the employer’s use of mandatory arbitration to contract out of statutory compliance.

A second approach is to interpret the arbitration agreement around the offending limitations. For example, in McCaskill v. SCI Management, Inc., the court faced an arbitration agreement that provided that each party would bear its own costs and attorney fees but that also adopted American Arbitration Association rules. The court held the agreement enforceable because AAA rules allowed the arbitrator to award costs and attorney fees and suggested that if the arbitrator did not comply with the statute calling for fee shifting for prevailing parties, a court could correct the mistake upon review of the award.

A third approach is related to the second. Rather than interpret around the offending provision, the court simply severs it from the agreement, and enforces the promise to arbitrate without the limitations on the arbitrator’s authority. These two approaches are preferable to leaving the decision to the arbitrator. They remove any contractual barriers to the arbitrator’s authority, thereby freeing the arbitrator from an otherwise untenable position. However, they fail to remedy the deterrent effect of the offending limitations in the first instance. Therefore, they leave the mandatory arbitration agreement as an effective, albeit somewhat weakened, method of employer contracting out of statutory obligations.

The fourth approach is to refuse to enforce the promise to arbitrate, at least with respect to statutory claims. Several leading cases have adopted this approach. In Brennan v. King, the First Circuit refused to require a university faculty member, who claimed that his tenure denial was based on his HIV-positive status and his sexual preference, to use the university’s arbitration procedure. The court based its decision in part on the procedure’s limitation of...
the arbitrator's authority to direct the provost to transmit an arbitral finding in favor of the faculty member to the university president.

Similarly, in Armendariz,\textsuperscript{149} the arbitration agreement limited the arbitrator to awarding back pay up to the date of the arbitration award and expressly precluded reinstatement or injunctive relief. The court held that the limitation was contrary to public policy and unenforceable.\textsuperscript{150} In Paladino v. Avnet Computer Technologies, Inc.,\textsuperscript{151} the Eleventh Circuit interpreted an agreement to arbitrate "any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to [the employee’s] employment or termination of employment," that limited the arbitrator to awarding "damages for breach of contract."\textsuperscript{152} The court observed that a limitation on remedies for a statutory claim would be invalid. Consequently, it interpreted the agreement as one which obligated the employee to arbitrate claims for breach of contract only.\textsuperscript{153}

Decisions refusing to enforce mandatory arbitration agreements that contain illegal limitations on arbitrators' authority recognize that such limitations taint the entire arbitration agreement. Such limitations transform the arbitration agreement into a contracting out of the duty to comply with employment statutes. As such, the entire agreement is contrary to the policies embodied in the employment statutes and the entire agreement should be struck down. By denying the employer its forum of choice, courts will ensure that the forum is not abused and will ensure that employees have not agreed to "forgo the substantive rights afforded by the statute," but only agreed to "submit to their resolution in an arbitral, rather than a judicial forum."\textsuperscript{154}

D. Allocating the Costs of Arbitration

In Cole, the D.C. Circuit held that an arbitration agreement may not require the employee to pay any part of the arbitrator's fee. The court reasoned as follows:

Arbitration will occur in this case only because it has been mandated by the employer as a condition of employment. Absent this requirement, the employee would be free to pursue his claims in court without having to pay for the services of a judge. In such a circumstance—where arbitration has been
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  \item \textsuperscript{151} Paladino v. Avnet Computer Techs., Inc., 134 F.3d 1054 (11th Cir. 1998).
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  \item \textsuperscript{154} Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 20, 26 (1991).
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imposed by the employer and occurs only at the option of the employer—arbitrators' fees should be borne solely by the employer.\textsuperscript{155}

The court expressed concern that the prospect of having to pay steep arbitrator fees could deter employees from pressing their claims and thereby render the arbitral forum inadequate for the vindication of statutory claims.

In the aftermath of \textit{Cole} two approaches developed. Several courts agreed with the holding of \textit{Cole} that the employer must pay the entire fee of the arbitrator.\textsuperscript{156} Courts refused to sever provisions requiring the employee to pay half of the arbitrator's fee from the remainder of the agreement and instead invalidated arbitration agreements that provided for fee splitting.\textsuperscript{157}

Some courts, however, refused to find arbitrator fee splitting agreements per se invalid. Instead, these courts opined that whether requirements that an employee pay part of the arbitrator's fee deprive the employee of an effective forum in which to vindicate the statutory claim should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and in light of the employee's ability to bear the costs.\textsuperscript{158}

The Supreme Court considered arbitrator fees and related costs in \textit{Green Tree Financial Corp. v. Randolph}.\textsuperscript{159} Randolph had sued Green Tree for alleged violations of the Truth in Lending Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act. Green Tree moved to compel arbitration pursuant to an agreement to arbitrate contained in the parties' retail installment contract. The arbitration provision was silent concerning responsibility for filing fees, arbitrator fees, and related expenses. The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals held that the agreement posed an unacceptable risk that Randolph could be subject to steep arbitration costs and, accordingly, undermined her ability to vindicate her statutory rights in the arbitral forum.\textsuperscript{160} The Supreme Court, by a vote of five to four, reversed.

The Court observed, "It may well be that the existence of large arbitration costs could preclude a litigant such as Randolph from effectively vindicating her


\textsuperscript{156} See, e.g., Shankle v. B-G Maint. of Colo., Inc., 163 F.3d 1230 (10th Cir. 1999); \textit{Paladino}, 134 F.3d 1054; \textit{Armendariz} v. Found. Health Psychcare Servs., Inc., 6 P.3d 669, 669 (Cal. 2000). In \textit{Floss v. Ryan's Family Steak Houses, Inc.}, 211 F.3d 306, 314 (6th Cir. 2000), the court expressed "serious reservations" about an arbitration agreement that required the employee generally to pay half of the arbitrator's fee, but ultimately held the agreement unenforceable on other grounds.
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federal statutory rights in the arbitral forum.” However, the Court reasoned that a party resisting arbitration on such grounds bears the burden of showing the probability that she will have to bear expenses that effectively impede her access to the arbitral forum. The Court held that Randolph failed to meet that burden. It characterized the risk that she would be subject to excessive costs and fees as “too speculative to justify the invalidation of an arbitration agreement.”

The Court’s decision in Green Tree is unfortunate for two reasons. First, it undermines the efficiency advantages one finds in arbitration. The Court’s decision forces consumers, and by analogy employees, faced with arbitration agreements presented to them on a take-it-or-leave-it basis to litigate the likelihood that they may face excessive arbitration costs. The Court compounded this problem because it refused to provide any guidance concerning the type of showing of excessive costs that would bar enforcement of the agreement to arbitrate. For example, may an employee facing an arbitration agreement that is silent as to responsibility for costs and fees who writes the employer seeking assurances against excessive costs rely on the employer’s failure to respond to satisfy his burden under Green Tree? If so, there is no rational reason for not requiring the party who unilaterally drafted the arbitration agreement to place those assurances in the agreement itself. If not, the Court has forced a party to litigate merely to obtain information about the costs of the arbitral forum. The Court has left the parties in a legal limbo which can only lead to their wasting time and resources on otherwise unnecessary litigation.

The Court easily could have avoided this result. It could have placed on the party drafting the arbitration agreement the burden to expressly provide that a claimant will not be burdened by excessive fees and costs. For example, the Court could have established a bright line rule that, to be enforceable, an agreement to arbitrate must provide that claimants will not have to shoulder any filing fees, arbitrator fees or similar costs that would exceed the filing fees and related costs they would face in federal court. Such a ruling would have resulted in the incorporation of such assurances in the boilerplate of arbitration agreements and eliminate the issue entirely, thereby increasing the speed and efficiency of the arbitral forum.

More importantly, the Court in Green Tree totally failed to consider the systematic effects of the agreement’s silence concerning the costs of arbitration. The Court focused the issue narrowly on whether Randolph faced a forum in
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which excessive fees precluded her from vindicating her statutory rights. Such a narrow focus enabled the Court to place on Randolph the burden of demonstrating the forum’s unsuitability. It also eliminated from consideration the probability that the agreement’s silence concerning costs would deter many other potential claimants from pursuing their claims. Such deterrent effects, however, would substantially reduce the lender’s, in Green Tree, or an employer’s incentive to comply with the underlying statutes. Such deterrent effects convert an agreement to arbitrate into a contracting out of statutory compliance. The Court’s failure to consider such systematic concerns potentially reaches beyond the issue of cost allocation and is most distressing.

E. Mutuality in Arbitration

In Armendariz,\textsuperscript{165} the California Supreme Court held that an agreement binding employees to arbitrate their claims but not requiring their employer to arbitrate its claims was unconscionable and, therefore, unenforceable. The court reasoned as follows:

Given the disadvantages that may exist for plaintiffs arbitrating disputes, it is unfairly one-sided for an employer with superior bargaining power to impose arbitration on the employee as plaintiff but not to accept such limitations when it seeks to prosecute a claim against the employee, without at least some reasonable justification for such one-sidedness based on “business realities.” . . . If the arbitration system established by the employer is indeed fair, then the employer as well as the employee should be willing to submit claims to arbitration. Without reasonable justification for this lack of mutuality, arbitration appears less as a forum for neutral dispute resolution and more as a means of maximizing employer advantage. Arbitration was not intended for this purpose.\textsuperscript{166}

The court cautioned, however, that its holding should not be interpreted in an overly broad manner. It stated:

This is not to say that an arbitration clause must mandate the arbitration of all claims between employer and employee in order to avoid invalidation on grounds of unconscionability. Indeed, as the employer points out, the present arbitration agreement does not require arbitration of all conceivable claims that an employee might have against an employer, only wrongful termination claims. But an arbitration agreement imposed in an adhesive context lacks basic fairness and mutuality if it requires one contracting party, but not the

\textsuperscript{165} Armendariz v. Found. Health Psychcare Servs., Inc., 6 P.3d 669 (Cal. 2000).

\textsuperscript{166} Id. at 692.
other, to arbitrate all claims arising out of the same transactions or occurrences. The arbitration in this case lacks mutuality in this sense because it requires the arbitration of employee—but not employer—claims arising out of a wrongful termination. An employee terminated for stealing trade secrets, for example, must arbitrate his or her wrongful termination claim under the agreement while the employer has no corresponding obligation to arbitrate its trade secrets claim against the employee.\textsuperscript{167}

Other courts, however, have enforced employee promises to arbitrate their claims despite the absence of a corresponding promise by the employer.\textsuperscript{168} These courts analyze the issue as one of consideration, rather than one of unconscionability. They reason that the employer's promise to be bound by the arbitration procedure and the results of that procedure is sufficient consideration for the employee's promise to use that procedure for the employee's claims.

The Armendariz court appears to have carried its policing beyond what is necessary to ensure employer statutory compliance. An employer's insistence that employees arbitrate their claims while retaining for itself the right to press its claims in court does not per se indicate that the mandatory arbitration system is being used to contract out of statutory compliance. The different forums can be explained by the different nature of the claims each party is likely to press against the other. Employee claims are likely to turn on the resolution of factual disputes.\textsuperscript{169} Factual disputes are well-suited for resolution in arbitration. Employer claims, on the other hand, are most likely to involve covenants not to compete and the ownership of intellectual property. These claims are more likely to raise complex issues of law that are better suited for judicial resolution.

On the other hand, courts must insist that both employer and employee be mandated to arbitrate the employee's claims. If such mutuality is lacking, the agreement effectively becomes a means by which the employer can contract its way out of complying with its statutory duties. The agreement which the D.C. Circuit enforced in Cole illustrates how this is so.

The agreement in Cole placed the decision of whether the employee's claim would be litigated in court or arbitrated exclusively in the hands of the employer. Under the agreement, if the employee brought suit, the employee waived his right to a jury trial. Furthermore, the employer had the right, within sixty days following service of the complaint, to require all or part of the claim to be

\textsuperscript{167} Id. at 694.
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arbitrated under the rules of the American Arbitration Association. Nevertheless, the court enforced the agreement.

Arbitration furthers statutory compliance by trading off the potential for outlier jury awards for the likelihood of recoveries by a larger number of claimants due to the speed, efficiency and consequent enhanced accessibility of the arbitral forum. The agreement in Cole enabled the employer to thwart both parts of the trade-off. An employer facing a claim with particularly egregious facts that raised a realistic possibility of an outlier jury award could force the claim into arbitration where the outlier award would be highly unlikely. On the other hand, when the employer faced claims of much less monetary value, it could insist on litigation, greatly reducing the likelihood that the claims would be brought or that the employees would recover. Agreements like the one in Cole allow the employer to manipulate the choice of forum in such a way as to contract out of statutory compliance. They should not be enforced.

IV. ARBITRATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

In Gilmer, the Court rejected Gilmer’s claim that compelling arbitration would undermine the EEOC’s role in ADEA enforcement, observing that arbitration agreements did not preclude parties from filing charges with the EEOC and did not preclude the EEOC from taking action against discrimination. However, lower courts have divided over whether an employee’s agreement to arbitrate may have any effect on an enforcement action by the EEOC.

The Second and Fourth Circuits have held that the EEOC may not seek monetary relief on behalf of an employee who has entered a pre-dispute agreement to arbitrate claims under statutes that the EEOC enforces. These courts recognize that the employee’s agreement to arbitrate cannot bind the EEOC. Therefore, they hold that the EEOC remains free to pursue injunctive relief.

However, these courts distinguish between the employee’s personal interest in obtaining monetary relief and the public interest represented by the EEOC. They reason that the public interest will be protected if the EEOC is allowed to pursue injunctive relief. On the other hand, in these courts’ view, the federal interest favoring enforcement of arbitration agreements should be protected by limiting the employee’s personal claim for monetary relief to the arbitral forum.
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The Second and Fourth Circuits find support for their approach in decisions that preclude the EEOC from seeking monetary relief for individual employees who have already settled their claims or who have litigated their claims and lost. In such circumstances, the EEOC is allowed to pursue injunctive relief only. These courts regard the balance struck in the settlement and prior litigation cases as comparable to the balance that must be struck in determining what relief the EEOC may pursue in the face of an employee agreement to arbitrate.

The Sixth Circuit has rejected this approach and has held that the EEOC may pursue all relief regardless of whether an employee has promised to arbitrate. The court has reasoned that the EEOC’s cause of action is separate from the employee’s cause of action. It has regarded the private arbitration agreement as incapable of binding the federal sovereign agency in any manner. It has noted that the EEOC has exclusive jurisdiction over a charge and the exclusive right to file suit during the first 180 days after the charge is filed. It has distinguished cases that preclude the EEOC from seeking monetary relief for individuals who have litigated and lost as cases involving application of the doctrine of claims preclusion. In the view of the Sixth Circuit, such cases have no application to cases where the EEOC seeks to litigate claims involving employees who had agreed to arbitrate because those claims have yet to be decided or otherwise resolved.

Our systematic approach to the Gilmer fallout enables us to resolve this conflict among the circuits. In the absence of an agreement for mandatory arbitration, employers are subject to suit by the EEOC for a full range of remedies, including monetary relief for individual employees. An individual employee’s settlement of a claim against the employer precludes the EEOC from seeking monetary relief for that employee. The settlement however, occurs after the fact of the employer’s conduct that prompted the claim. At the time the employer acted, it was subject to the possibility of EEOC action seeking full relief.

In contrast, where mandatory arbitration precludes the EEOC from seeking monetary relief for individual employees, it operates ex ante. The employer knows from day one that its actions cannot be subject to EEOC claims seeking full relief. The employer has contracted out from under a major feature of the statutory scheme. Although the EEOC is able to litigate a tiny fraction of the claims brought to its attention, it is most likely to litigate on behalf of individual employees in cases that are particularly egregious or cases that are likely to make new law. Employers who contract out from EEOC actions for individual relief are contracting out from a significant part of their statutory obligations. Consequently, mandatory arbitration agreements should not preclude the EEOC
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or other enforcement agencies from litigating on behalf of individual employees or from recovering monetary relief for those employees.

V. JUDICIAL REVIEW AND EMPLOYMENT ARBITRATION

The Federal Arbitration Act provides the following bases for a court to vacate an arbitration award:

(1) Where the award was procured by corruption, fraud, or undue means.
(2) Where there was evident partiality or corruption in the arbitrators, or either of them.
(3) Where the arbitrators were guilty of misconduct in refusing to postpone the hearing, upon sufficient cause shown, or in refusing to hear evidence pertinent and material to the controversy; or of any other misbehavior by which the rights of any party have been prejudiced.
(4) Where the arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so imperfectly executed them that a mutual, final, and definite award upon the subject matter submitted was not made.\(^{174}\)

In *Gilmer*, the Court appeared to acknowledge that the grounds provided for vacating awards in the FAA are not exclusive. The Court wrote, "[A]lthough judicial scrutiny of arbitration awards necessarily is limited, such review is sufficient to ensure that arbitrators comply with the requirements of the statute at issue."\(^{175}\) On two occasions, the Court has indicated in dicta that arbitration awards are subject to review for manifest disregard for the law.\(^{176}\)

Most courts that have applied the manifest disregard for the law standard in employment arbitrations have considered it a very narrow standard of review. They have held that for there to be manifest disregard for the law, the governing legal principle must be well defined, explicit, and clearly applicable to the case, and the arbitrator must have known of the principle and consciously refused to apply it.\(^{177}\)
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The Fifth Circuit has adopted a standard that is even narrower. In *Williams v. CIGNA Financial Advisors, Inc.*, the court opined that to vacate an arbitration award, there must be a finding that the arbitrator acted contrary to the law and that enforcement of the award "would result in significant injustice, taking into account all the circumstances of the case, including powers of arbitrators to judge norms appropriate to the relations between the parties."  

Under the majority narrow view of what constitutes manifest disregard for the law, the party seeking to vacate an arbitration award has an extremely heavy burden. Just how heavy is illustrated by *DiRussa v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc.* DiRussa arbitrated a claim against Dean Witter and its regional director in which he contended that his demotion from branch manager to account executive was based on his age in violation of the ADEA and the New Jersey Law Against Discrimination. The arbitration panel awarded him $200,000 against both defendants and an additional $20,000 against the regional director, but denied DiRussa, inter alia, attorney fees. The Second Circuit refused to vacate the arbitrators' denial of attorney fees.  

The court recognized that the ADEA mandates an award of attorney fees to a prevailing ADEA plaintiff. It characterized the ADEA's mandate as well defined, explicit, and clearly applicable to the case. Nevertheless, the court refused to overturn the award because it could find "no persuasive evidence that the arbitrators actually knew of—and intentionally disregarded—the mandatory aspect of the ADEA’s fee provision." The court considered itself unable to say that the arbitrators knew of the ADEA’s attorney fees mandate because DiRussa had failed to point it out clearly in his submissions to them. In essence, the court held that the parties to a statutory employment arbitration are not entitled to assume that their arbitrator knows the basics of the statute under which they are arbitrating.  

Judge Edwards has criticized the Second Circuit’s approach severely. He has characterized the court’s refusal to overturn the denial of attorney fees as hard to fathom. Everyone except the arbitrators understood and agreed that DiRussa was legally entitled to attorney’s fees; to allow the arbitrators’ ignorance or error to deny DiRussa a requested remedy that has been mandated  
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by Congress is to allow arbitration to undermine the statutory scheme designed
to protect victims of discrimination.\footnote{Harry T. Edwards, \textit{Where Are We Heading with Mandatory Arbitration of Statutory Claims in Employment?}, 16 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 293, 305 (1999).}

The ability to establish a manifest disregard for the law is complicated
further by the frequent arbitral practice of not explaining the rationale for an
award. As the Sixth Circuit has stated, “Arbitrators are not required to explain
their decisions. If they choose not to do so, it is all but impossible to determine
whether they acted with manifest disregard for the law.”\footnote{Dawahare v. Spencer, 210 F.3d 666, 669 (6th Cir. 2000).} Similarly, a district
court has opined that where the arbitrator has not explained the rationale for the
award, a court must enforce it as long as even a colorable justification can be
inferred from the underlying facts.\footnote{Ahing v. Lehman Bros., Inc., No. 94CIV.9027(CSH), 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5175 at *28 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 20, 2000).}

This does not mean that it is impossible to vacate an arbitrator’s award under
the narrow interpretation of manifest disregard for the law. Successful petitions
to vacate, however, are very rare.

One such successful petition to vacate occurred in \textit{Montes v. Shearson Lehman Brothers}.\footnote{Montes v. Shearson Lehman Bros., 128 F.3d 1456 (11th Cir. 1997).} Montes had claimed that Shearson had failed to pay her
overtime in violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act. Shearson maintained that
Montes was exempt from the FLSA’s overtime provisions. The arbitrators issued
an award for Shearson. The Eleventh Circuit reviewed the evidence which
tended to establish that Montes was not exempt. It also reviewed Shearson’s
counsel’s closing argument to the arbitrators in which he urged them to disregard
the law. The court concluded that on the record before it, Montes had established
that the arbitrators had manifestly disregarded the law because the evidence in
support of the award was marginal at best and because defense counsel had
expressly urged the panel not to apply the relevant law.

The Second Circuit similarly found manifest disregard for the law in
\textit{Halligan v. Piper Jaffray, Inc.}.\footnote{Halligan v. Piper Jaffray, Inc., 148 F.3d 197 (2d Cir. 1998).} In that case, the court held that the combination
of the absence of a written rationale for the award and the presence of
overwhelming evidence of age discrimination supported the conclusion that the
arbitrators ignored the law or the facts or both. The court vacated the award.

A broader approach to judicial review has emerged from the D.C. Circuit.
manifest disregard for the law standard must be interpreted in light of the bases
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for *Gilmer*’s endorsement of arbitration of statutory claims. The court focused on the Supreme Court’s statement that a party does not forgo statutory rights by agreeing to arbitrate, but only submits to their resolution in an arbitral forum, and its statement that judicial review is sufficient to ensure that arbitrators comply with the statute at issue. The court concluded that the typical arbitration which turns on factual findings will be affirmed by the courts, but added, “[T]here will be some cases in which novel or difficult legal issues are presented demanding judicial judgment. In such cases, the courts are empowered to review an arbitrator’s award to ensure that its resolution of public law issues is correct.”190 Thus, the court appeared to endorse a standard of de novo judicial review of arbitral interpretations of the statute.

If courts do not review employment arbitration awards for errors of law, we risk transforming a system of public law into a system of private justice whereby the same statutes and leading precedents mean one thing to employees of Merrill Lynch and another to employees of Circuit City. At least with large employers, the impact of such private justice systems will be very far reaching. As Professor Corrada has observed, “[A] private justice system implemented by General Motors or Exxon will typically yield a ‘shared understanding’ of employment law that is more widely held than that yielded by a local trial court decision from Basalt, Colorado.”191 In a prior article, Professor Ladenson and I have demonstrated why such a system of private law is intolerable.192 Federal employment statutes represent a congressional reaction to perceived market failures by mandating uniform minimum labor standards. They guard against competitive pressures driving labor standards down below levels that public policy would tolerate. For example, in the absence of employment discrimination statutes, employers who disregard customer preferences for members of a particular race, gender, ethnic background, or age group will be at a competitive disadvantage to employers who pander to such base instincts. Private arbitration systems that produce awards whose legal conclusions are not subject to judicial review undermines the uniformity that is a foundation of statutory policy. “Bona fide occupational qualification” may not mean one thing at General Motors and another at Ford.193

Furthermore, because arbitrators exist outside the hierarchical public justice system that is characterized by review at successively higher levels of courts with further review of legal interpretations by the legislature, the scope of their legitimate authority is narrower than that enjoyed by judges who operate within

190 Id. at 1487.
193 See id. at 1226–29.
the public justice system. Arbitrators must confine their interpretations of legal rules to those falling within the core of settled meaning whenever possible. When not possible, arbitrators still must be guided by a philosophy of judicial caution, interpreting established legal rules in "relatively familiar and unsurprising ways."\textsuperscript{194} Judges and other publicly accountable officials, on the other hand, because they operate within the hierarchy of the public justice system, have the legitimate authority to interpret legal rules to develop the legal system to be the best in can be.

Leaving development of statutory employment law to private tribunals evolving private understandings at particular employers amounts to a basic contracting out from the employer's obligation to comply with its statutory duties. De novo judicial review of arbitral interpretations of law is necessary to bring those interpretations within the hierarchical public justice system and ensure that arbitration does not result in contracting out of statutory compliance.

Professor Covington, however, in a thoughtful commentary on our analysis suggests that we gave insufficient weight to concerns for finality in arbitration.\textsuperscript{195} He analogizes to other doctrines that enhance finality, such as \textit{res judicata} and the law of the case.\textsuperscript{196} He observes that under the Full Faith and Credit Clause of the Constitution, a court in one jurisdiction may not review the merits of a judgment rendered by another jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{197} He cautions that the delay occasioned by the absence of finality usually will benefit the party who has the greater resources, \textit{i.e.}, the employer in most cases. He states that "[e]ach time a new doctrine providing for review is created, a worker whose debatable claim has won out in arbitration is likely to see the day when she gets money put further and further off, as briefs are filed and arguments heard, and appeals taken to the next higher court."\textsuperscript{198}

With all due respect to Professor Covington, I submit that his analogy to doctrines precluding one jurisdiction from inquiring into the merits of judgments of other jurisdictions is flawed. A court in Illinois asked to enforce the judgment of a court in New York is presented a result from a publicly accountable tribunal operating within the hierarchical public justice system. A private arbitrator who operates outside of the hierarchical public justice system enjoys a much narrower scope of legitimate interpretive authority than does a judge. In the prior article, we argued that this distinction is crucial.

\textsuperscript{194} \textit{Id.} at 1233.
\textsuperscript{195} Covington, \textit{supra} note 8, at 404.
\textsuperscript{196} \textit{Id.} at 406–07.
\textsuperscript{197} \textit{Id.} at 406.
\textsuperscript{198} \textit{Id.} at 407.
Professor Covington’s concerns with finality of the arbitration process are substantial. In the prior article we argued that de novo review of employment arbitrators’ interpretations of the law will not undermine finality in the typical case where the dispute is wholly factual. The court agreed in *Cole*. Professor Covington, however, cautions that the distinction between factual findings and legal error will be sufficiently slippery so as to enable parties intent on delay to raise sufficiently plausible legal arguments that will challenge the award.

The Canadian experience provides us some comfort against Professor Covington’s concerns. Canadian labor arbitrators are required to consider public law in resolving grievances, and their awards are held to a standard of legal correctness in subsequent judicial review. Nevertheless, there is no evidence that this has undermined the finality of Canadian labor arbitration awards.

Of course, we should never underestimate the ingenuity of American lawyers to turn rulings on factual disputes into alleged errors of law. Accordingly, courts will have to be ready to police against such abuses. Aggressive use of sanctions against parties who, in the guise of a petition to vacate, seek to relitigate essentially factual findings should curb these abuses.

Thus, we can conclude that the D.C. Circuit got it right in *Cole*. The Second Circuit, however, got it wrong in both *DiRussa* and *Halligan*. The Second Circuit’s errors threaten to undermine the ability of employment arbitration to provide an accessible forum that furthers the enforcement of employment statutes.

In *DiRussa*, the arbitrators’ conclusion that the plaintiff was not entitled to attorney fees was patently wrong. Nevertheless, the court refused to vacate the award because the record did not reveal that the parties educated the arbitrators about the controlling law. The court’s decision reduces the efficiency of the
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arbitral forum. No longer may parties simply present their facts and argue their cases to the arbitrators and assume that the arbitrators understand the law. They now must further complicate the proceedings and endure the added of expense of educating the arbitrators on the law. The need for detailed briefs becomes manifest and the procedure more cumbersome.

The Second Circuit compounded its error in *Halligan*. Although the court characterized the award as displaying manifest disregard for the law or the facts or both, its decision to vacate the award was prompted by its review of the record and its conclusion that the evidence of discrimination was overwhelming. In other words, the court vacated the award because it disagreed with the arbitrators' factual findings. By so doing, the court undermined the finality it sought to preserve in *DiRussa*. It also undermined the efficiency advantages of arbitration that can protect employees as well as employers. The *Halligan* decision appears to invite employers to challenge awards in cases they lose on the ground that the evidence against the plaintiffs was overwhelming. In labor arbitration, the Supreme Court has recognized the importance of deferral to the arbitrator's factual findings to ensuring finality in the process. The Court has stated that "improvident, even silly fact-finding" by the arbitrator is not a basis for vacating an arbitration award.206 Instead, the Court has held that courts must defer to the facts as found by the agent appointed by the parties for that purpose.207

There is no justification for a different approach in arbitration of statutory employment claims. Improvident or silly fact-finding is most probably the result of a loose cannon arbitrator's ignorance or a partisan arbitrator's bias. Neither is likely to enable an employer to use mandatory arbitration as a vehicle for contracting out of statutory compliance.

The fire from a loose cannon can hit either party without warning. An employer who wins before a loose cannon arbitrator cannot rely on winning before the same arbitrator in the future. A victory before a loose cannon is a matter of luck. It provides the employer with no systematic advantage that will allow it to avoid future compliance with employment statutes. Market forces, moreover, will take care of the loose cannon. Neither party who experiences a loose cannon is likely to return to that arbitrator in the future regardless of whether the party won or lost.

Where a partisan arbitrator is overtly biased, a court can vacate the award for evident partiality.208 Where partiality is covert, such as where an arbitrator leans toward the employer, if safeguards dealing with the repeat player imbalance are

\footnote{207 Id.}
\footnote{208 See 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(2) (1994).}
in place, the employer cannot count on benefitting from that arbitrator’s biases in the future. Plaintiffs’ lawyers will have learned their lesson with such an arbitrator in the first case and are likely to strike the arbitrator in the future. Certainly an employer who disregards its statutory obligations on the assumption that a partial arbitrator will bail it out again does so at its peril.

Thus, courts should not intervene to correct what they perceive to be even gross errors in arbitral fact finding. Doing so will undermine the finality of arbitration awards which, in turn, will impede the efficiency and accessibility of the arbitral forum. However, courts should police arbitration awards for errors of law. Failure to do so can lead to the use of mandatory arbitration systems as vehicles for contracting out of statutory obligations.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Supreme Court’s broad endorsement in *Gilmer* of the arbitration of statutory employment claims has generated considerable fallout with which lower courts have had to deal. The controversy surrounding *Gilmer* has been limited to mandatory pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate, even though many of the criticisms of *Gilmer* apply to voluntary post-dispute arbitration agreements as well. The crucial distinction between mandatory and voluntary arbitration is that only the former carries a danger that employers will use it to contract out of their statutory obligations. Accordingly, courts should police mandatory employment arbitration systems to ensure that they do not serve as vehicles that relieve employers of the need to comply with employment statutes.

In policing mandatory arbitration systems courts should insist on certain basic due process safeguards. These safeguards include measures that will correct the repeat player imbalance in employment arbitration. Courts may safely leave discovery issues to case-by-case arbitral determination, but they should not leave to arbitral determination the validity of agreement limitations on filing periods or remedies or the allocations of the costs of the proceeding including the arbitrator’s fee. Rather, courts should refuse to enforce mandatory arbitration agreements that limit statutory limitations periods or statutory remedies and should refuse to enforce arbitration agreements that impose part of the costs of the proceeding, such as the arbitrator’s fee, on the plaintiff employee. Courts need not require that employers who impose arbitration on employee claims also submit their claims to arbitration. However, they should require that employers be equally bound to arbitrate their employees’ claims.

To protect mandatory arbitration systems from becoming vehicles by which employers can evade their statutory duties, courts should hold that such systems do not limit the relief that the EEOC and other government enforcement agencies can recover. Courts should review arbitral legal interpretations de novo, but defer completely to arbitral fact finding.